
Ancient Greece
4th Century BCE

Roman Theater 55 BCE

The Theater at Epidaurus
A model of early Greek theater design, which evolved
into theater as we know it. Epidaurus is known for its 
acoustics and symmetry.   

   TERMS
Skene - the building behind the performance area, 
the “backstage”
Proskenion - acting area in front of the skene
Parados - entrances to the theater used by chorus, 
actors, and audience
Orchestra - central playing area where chorus was located
Ekkyklema - a wheeled platform, usually used to reveal dead characters to the audience 
Deus Ex Machina - mechanism used to lower God characters onto the stage
   

   TERMS
Scaena – a roofed house at the back of the stage.
Scaenae Frons – front wall of the scaena that could be 
up to three stories high and often featured a balcony as well as 
three doors on the ground level.
Pulpitum – the stage.
Versurae – wings of the stage that each feature an entrance.
Orchestra – area where dignitaries sat and where 
musicians and dancers sometimes performed.

   

Rome built upon the Greek theater model. Major distinctions from Greek theater include more architectural 
embellishments on the skene and a raised stage.
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Medieval Theater 12th - Mid 16th Century

Italian Renaissance
16th Century

   TERMS
Teatro Olympico – designed by Andrea Palladio in 1585.
Utilized perspective corridors. Only one seat in the house
had a perfect view of every corridor.  
Raked Stage - angled stage that slopes down towards the
audience. Makes the floor more visable.
Chariot-and-Pole - A scene change system invented by the 
Italian designer Giacomo Torelli. Scenic flats were attached to 
     poles, which were 
     fastened to wagons or 
     “chariots” below the 
       stage. The chariots 
     rolled on tracks to carry 
     the flats offstage into the 
     wings, where they were 
       replaced with new 
     painted scenes.

TERMS
Mansions - a series of decorated platforms, each representing a particular location. These mansions were usually 
arranged in a straight line or a semicircle with the audience in front.
Pagaent Wagons - wheeled vehicle use for staging religious cycle plays. These mobile stages were paraded 
around the town, stopping at various stations where the actors repeated their performance for spectators.

The medieval theatre originated as an expression of the Christian religion. Instead of buildings dedicated to 
performance, plays moved from town to town often as a part of religious festivals. 

While similar structurally to the Greek and Roman theaters,
the Italian Renaissance advanced set design using the 
development of perspective painting to create depth, as
well as advances in stage machinery. It is also where we 
begin to see the proscenium arch being used to frame
scenery. 

Teatro Olympico



Elizabethian Theater
& Court Masques

The Box Set 1832

   TERMS
Wing and Drop – a series of painted flats in the wings 
combined with a painted backdrop and overhead borders
to depict a complete stage picture. Used in court masques.

   

   TERMS
Proscenium - the frame or arch separating the audience
from the stage 
The Fourth Wall – the invisible wall of the “room” that divides 
the audience and the performers. In a box set the proscenium 
arch typically defines where the 4th wall is.

   Inigo Jones
Introduced Italianate scenery developments into England. 
He designed both scenery and costumes for elaborate court 
masques using perspective, painted drops, & stage machinery. 

Illustionistic Scenery & Court Masques
Jones’ designs relied on creating an illusion for the audience. 
Transitions were made to look like magic and spectacle was 
always at the forefront. These masques were only performed
privately for the court audiences. The masque was meant to 
reflect back to the court and the monarch their glorified reign.

Public Theater
James Burbage built the first public theaters in England
where Shakespeare’s play were later performed. Public 
theaters were open air ampitheaters similar to the Greek
model. Unlike court masques they used very little scenery
and the audience had to use their imagination.

The box set was a reaction against wing and drop scenery. 
The 19th century playwrights embraced realism in theater and 
flat wings and backdrops didn’t allow for that. Box Sets 
gained popularity throughout the 19th and 20th century. 

Banquet Hall 
at Whitehall Palace

The
Globe



Appia & Craig 20th Century

& Non-Illustionistic Theater

Brecht & Epic Theater 20th Century

Presentation vs. Representation

Bertolt Brecht
Bertolt Brecht a German playwright who also departed 
from the conventions of theatrical illusion and used scenic 
design to politicize his plays. 

Presentational
Does not try to fool the audience. The design is self-aware of the
container of the theater. Follows in the vein of Appia, Craig and Brecht. 

Representational
Attempts create the illusion of “real life” 
unfolding onstage in realistic settings. 

In modern theater, approaches to design often oscillate between these conventions. 

Epic Theater
In every theatrical element Brecht wanted to alienate the 
viewer. In this way the audience would see the political 
and social relevance of what was depicted on stage.

This was acheived by:
- no illusion or symbolism
- no “fourth wall”, the actor’s were aware of the audience
- minimal props that often represented important ideas 
- scenic changes were not hidden from the audience 
- using a half curtain 
- non-theatrical lighting to “illuminate the truth”
- use of film projections
- titles for each scene presented visually as text on stage     

Adolphe Appia and Edward Gordon Craig
These designers influenced how modern scenic
design is approached today. They believed in 
Artistic Unity, meaning that the scenery and the 
performers should exist in a cohesive environment. 
Appia and Craig believed that two dimensional 
scenery traditions conflicted with 3 dimensionality 
of the performers. They replaced backdrops with 
three dimensional scenic units. And they believed 
that the actor is an important scenic element.

Scenography is the relationship between these 
4 elements: 

1. Painted Scenery (Vertical)
2. Spatial Arrangement (Floor)
3. The Actor
4. The Light

   TERMS
Alienation Effect or “V-effekt” – to distance the audience 
from what is happening on stage. “To make the familiar strange.”
Gestus – a gesture imbued with social commentary. An acting
technique that uses a clear movement or gesture to capture a
moment rather then delving into emotion. 
   


